A Good Example of Satanism at Work

By Anna Von Reitz

People tend to think that Satanism is some kind of airy-fairy cult far removed from their day-to-day, but such is not the case. They envision monk-like figures in robes and hoods, and Hollywood Black Masses, altars with severed goat heads dripping blood all over them.

These specious images only serve to hide the reality of it.

Satanists rarely wear robes and hoods, as they did when they walked in procession around the effigy of a dead baby in a coffin at the London Olympics. Most of the time, they wear business suits and nice dresses.

And they come to you in the guise of friends.

Last August, we were ready to launch our new banking and pre-paid credit system.

The hard work was all done, and the banking system was about to be populated--- all those who had completed their paperwork and published it on the Land Recording System (LRS) would be given prepaid credit accounts automatically, and next, all those who published using the Land Recording Offices (LROs) of each of the State Assemblies, and then, all the new people from all over the world who returned home to the land and soil jurisdiction of their own countries, they, too, would be welcome to bank with us.

On the very day that this was supposed to happen, the LRS was shut down. On the very day, a group of volunteers who had ingratiated themselves into being part of the bank-building process, split off and started spreading lies and gossip.

These were people who knew about the computer system and satellites and everything else, so we had no choice. We had to rebuild everything, had to start over from scratch,
rewriting the code, using new algorithms, new pass codes, new firewalls, everything. This was because of them, the same people running around like wild dogs spreading lies and casting doubts.

According to them, the leader of our bank group was suddenly a felon involved in money laundering and Ponzi Schemes.

But wait, if that were true, folks, how is it that he has all his banking credentials and licenses in place? You think the bank insurers are so lax as to insure banks run by men convicted of felony money laundering and running Ponzi Schemes? Really?

Better go back and chew on that.

It turns out that he was investigated, not convicted, and he was investigated merely because he bought the same specialized banking software as some people who later engaged in money laundering.

This is called "guilt by association". It's the same logic error as saying -- the murderer wore red shoes, and Debbie wears red shoes, so Debbie must be the murderer.

When in fact Debbie is innocent and just happens to have a pair of red shoes.

The people who told this Whopper certainly knew that our bank group leader was innocent. They could observe the same things about his licensing and bank insurance status as I did, but they chose to lie and spread doubt and panic just the same.

So on top of having to redo everything we had done because of them, we had to take the flying dog poop in the face for no good reason.

It turns out that they used us to get to suppliers of bank software and security systems they needed to set up their own bank, and at least some of them fully intended to run competition with us -- using the knowledge they gleaned from us to compete against us.

Two other West Coast Agents issued false vendor complaints against the LRS, so the LRS was getting fined and blacklisted because of other Liars, and while the lies were sorted out, that took money and time that the volunteers running the LRS didn't have. They had to shut it down or keep hemorrhaging money in the meantime.

That meant that we had to rebuild the Land Recording System as well as all the banking software and systems, and all because of this same team of Liars doing what Liars do best --- telling Big Ones and spreading the manure.
Of course, they weren't wearing black hooded robes and wearing upside down pentagrams around their necks. Most of these people probably don't see themselves as Satanists, even though they did what Satanists do: lie, cast doubt, create fear, and destroy.

Not only were we unable to launch the bank, we were unable to populate it with pre-approved accounts. That is what happened last August, and that is why it has taken us months to recoup and recover.

Still, there is always a silver-lining. In the process of rebuilding we improved the whole system, improved the security, bulwarked everything to the nth degree. We added new features, some of which are totally revolutionary, both in the banking industry and in the realm of computer security.

We also rebuilt the Land Recording System (LRS) in a new user-friendly format that will make it easier for people all over the world to return home to the land and soil jurisdiction of their own countries, and allow them access to our unique banking services.

A lot more has actually been accomplished during this nasty, dirty, slogging-through-frozen-molasses winter.

So now everyone who wants to complain, can complain to Satan. You can all know what happened and who is responsible for it. And you can blame yourselves for buying into his same old tricks -- being taken in by his lies, being gripped by his fears, and spreading his evil by gossiping. Not to mention being faithless and taking part in the bank run that ensued.

I actually had people calling me up and ranting, wanting me to fire our bank group leader. I had elderly people in tears over the phone, telling me that they put money in "my" credit union --- a credit union that isn't associated with me. The Liars lied about that, too. I had people screaming at me and calling me incompetent, people accusing me of running a Ponzi Scheme. It was all sorts of fun and games.

Remember their modus operandi: they always accuse others of what they are doing themselves. If they are lying, they will say that you are. If they are cheating, they will say that you are. If they are stealing or running a Ponzi Scheme or money laundering --- that's what they will accuse you of doing. They always judge other people by themselves.
If they'd do something dishonest and dishonorable in a given situation, they assume that you already are.

A tremendous amount of time, effort, and money has been wasted. Innocent people have been harmed. Our original banking and recording systems were destroyed. Access to the money that people deposited in the Global Family Credit Union, a separate institution founded in 2013, has been restricted for months longer than it ever should have been.

This is what happens when Satanists slither in, unscrupulous spoilers wearing the face of friends, Liars schooled by the Father of All Lies, loose tongues clacking gossip, fear-mongers spreading fear. And it always takes a toll on all of us.

People have asked me, some in amazement, why I have stood by our Bank Group Leader, and why we just buckled down and went back to the drawing board.

I never thought more than a minute about that.

I have dealt with Satan before. I can recognize his smoking hooftracks. Nobody had to tell me his hallmarks and how he operates.

Now that you have seen the process used to alienate and destroy people -- and their best efforts --- next time you see it, you can recognize it, too.

It always starts with some slimy and totally untrue suggestion, and ends in gossip.
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